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OK...This may take me a while to publish since I have twelve chapters. All you have to do is find your
Zodiac and the Character is already assigned to you. Enjoy!!
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1 - If you are an Aries...

Element: Fire

Planet: Mars

This sign of the Zodiac is concerned with: Self-assertion, Initiation, New Beginnings, Action, Daring,
Challenge, Adventure, Exploration, Pioneering, Discovering, Aggression, Creativity, Personal Goals,
Personal Control of Everything, Competition, Winning, Being First, Courage, Honesty, Nobility, and
Openess

Spiritual Goal: To learn the meaning of selfless love.

Behavior

Positive: Is a leader, Is energetic, Helps ohers to achieve their dreams, Accepts challenges, Believes the
best of others, Takes risks for others, Defends the vulnerable, An Aries life is an open book, Will give life
for the loved one, and Continues action even when others give up

Negative: Must be the boss, Brashness, Blind to his or her effect on others, Intolerance, Jealousy,
Doesn't listen, Selfishness, Impulsiveness, Poor judge of character, and Dislikes being told what to do

Males are typically: Fiercely competitive, Honest, Appears to be self-assured, Takes initiative and
expects others to follow, Is enterprising, Dreads physical disability, Has very clear goals, Will put his
partner on a pedestal, Needs to win, and Uses wit and brains to get what he wants

Females are typically: Looks you in the eye and gives you a firm handshake, Is enthusiastic and
optimistic, Talks back and often gets hurt because of it, Expects loyalty, Is fearless, Has interests
outside the home or has a career, Expects to win in any situation, Is direct, open and honest, and can
make miracles happen

Appearance

Aries Male: Has a strong body, Is extremely energetic, Has dominating sex appeal, Walks with an air of
nobility, and Dresses in clothes appropriate to the current challenge

Aries Female: Is slim and strong, Is very active and glows with energy, Has strong, luxurious hair, Wears
sophisticated colors and perfume, and Dresses in clothes appropriate for the occasion

Love

Behavior: Is very romantic and believes in courtly love, Will insist on doing the chasing and cannot bear
to be chased by anyone, Can be extremely possessive of the lover but cannot understand if the lover is
possessive, Places the loved one on a pedestal, Will be jealous of any attention the loved one gives to



others, and Will defend the loved one to death

Friendship

Positive:  Aries friends are warm and hospitable but they are not usually interested in entertaining for its
own sake; they usually have a reason for inviting friends around. Many Aries prefer to go out to dinner,
to find an unusual eating place. Both male and female Aries usually get along better with male friends.

Negative: Because Aries are very jealous of other people's abilities and achievements, Aries friendships
often don't last very long. However, a person who will admire his or her Aries friend and remain
interesting, through not ambitious, can enjoy an enduring friendship with Aries. Aries can become harsh
and nasty if his or her fragile ego is under threat.

Health

Typical sickness: Fevers and accidents are typical of all fire signs, and expecially so with the hightly
strung Aries character. If ill, Aries will expect constant attention to his or her needs, but recovery is
usually very quick. Typical Aries may suffer from acne, epilepsy, neuralgia, headaches, migranes, and
baldness. Accidents due to physical activities are common, accompanied by bangs on the tough Aries
head. Sinuses, eyes, and ears are also vulnerable

Body

Aries controls the head, brain, eyes, ears, sinuses, and bones.

Gifts: Self-Determination, Fearlessness, Innocence, Renewed, Young, and "With-It", Self-Reliant,
Honesty, Sex Appeal, Resiliency, Optimism and Positivity

Fears: Being Inconsequential, Fear of being weak or wimpy, Deflated by boredom

Yu Yu Hakusho Character: Hiei

Why: His personality seems to have a fiery and sexy way of winning over the hearts of many by his cold
attitude. He also seems to have a temper that flares when he is not the first in line. He is rather bored
quickly and moves on rather fast like the trailblazing Aries. Although it claims that the Aries is a defender
of the weak, in some ways, it is true. In order to unlock Yusuke's power the second time, Hiei fought him
until Yusuke got so angry that he went full strength on Hiei. Sadistic, I know. But apperently the little fire
demon is a rather helpful person. What really convinced me that Hiei was an Aries was the fear of
physical disability. When he injured his arm, he kept working and training that arm as if to undo the past
and deny the crippling of his arm. However helpful and optimistic the Aries sounds and how unlike Hiei it
is, he is definitely one powerful, trailblazing Aries.

The Conqueror The Leader The Trailblazer



2 - If you are a Taurus...

Element: Earth

Planet: Venus

This sign of the Zodiac is concerned with: Beauty, Romance, Sentimentality, Sensuality, Materialistic
values, Wealth, Prosperity, Nature, Harmony, Love of living things, Possession, Control, Security,
Dependability, Habit, Organization, Tenacity, Kindness, Shyness, Cautiousness, Trustworthiness,
Calmness, Appreciation of values, Talents, and Abilities

Spiritual Goal: To learn the value of insight.

Behavior

Positive: A careful and conservative outlook, Dependable and offers enduring loyalty, Calm and patient,
Artistic, Thorough, Attentive, Values the talents of others, Very loving, Resourceful, Gentle and placid,
Excellent cook, and Good sense of time and is orderly

Negative: A tendency to be self-indulgent, Can be stubborn, obstinate, and get stuck in a rut,
Materialistic, Slow-moving, Little to say, Delays action by pondering, Easily embarrassed, Boring, and
Insensitivity

Males are typically: Rarely change their point of view, Works hard to build security, Is astute and can
evaluate a situation very quickly in financial terms, Is quiet and has a low-key charm, Is unpretentious,
Enjoys comfort, Can be defensive and suspicious in a new or unexpected situation, Is wary of others
taking advantage of him, Dresses to create an image of respectability, and Uses influential connections
to get what he wants

Females are typically: Is an introvert, Has considerable moral and emotional courage, Takes people as
they come, Is very loyal to her friends and sticks by them if they are in trouble, Has practical common
sense, Is deeply sensual, and Prefers the real to the artificial

Appearance

Taurus Male:  Has a stocky body, which is muscular if he does a lot of physical activity, May be plump,
Will bear the discomfort of an injury or disability with extreme stoicism, Has very clear skin, Is likely to
have plenty of hair and can grow a substantial beard, and Walks with determination

Taurus Female: Tends to have a rounded body, Has beautiful complexion and hair which always looks
in excellent condition, May live by a very strict diet to attain slimness, Has an air of mystery about her
because she does not flaunt her sexuality, Wears clothes which give her sensual pleasure, and Has a
strong body capable of hard work



Love

Behavior: Is devoted and steadfast, Settles quickly into a stable affair, Loves glamour, Is extremely
vulnerable to people who accept his or her affection but only want a flirtation, Will never forgive a
betrayal, The male is generally the strong, silent type, and The female is usually an earth mother/ Venus

Friendship

Positive: Taureans are very warm and affectionate toward their friends. They enjoy friendship with
people who have good taste and with whom they can enjoy a quiet conversation or a concert or a
football game. They will enjoy people who have strangth of character and qualities of endurance like
their own. Toward such friends, Taurus will always be gentle, kind, loving, and totally trustworthy.

Negative: Taurus can be jealous of any attention a friend gives to someone else. Taurus does not like
signs of weakness, physical or emotional, and can be quite direct about them. Taurus prizes friends who
have some power which they can share and enjoy. People who wear cheap perfume, artificial fabrics,
and have houses that are built to decieve the eye are unlikely to attract the friendship of a typical
Taurean.

Health

Typical sickness: Infections of the throat are said to be linked with Taurus, including laryngitis, swollen
glands, and croup. Constipation may also bother a Taurean. When sick or if involved (untypically) in a
serious accident, Taurus can withstand any amount of discomfort or pain. The Taurean ability to
stubbornly refuse to allow anything to get the better of him or her is a great advantage during times of
sickness. Similarly, a Taurean will stand by family and any friend who has a misfortune.

Body

Taurus controls the tongue, tonsils, neck, throat, thyroid, vocal chords, veins, kidneys, and genital
organs

Gifts: Resourcefulness, Practicality, Methodical, Patience, Perserverance, Realistic, Deliberate, Deeply
enjoy the Simple Pleasures of Life, Resistance, Defensiveness

Fears: Losing security, Not strong enough, Not worthy

Yu Yu Hakusho Character: Kurama

Why: Kurama has the patience and strategic personality that is grounded and secure. He seems to have
a natural knack for creating things (such as plants) and enjoys what most believe to be everyday things.
During Kurama's fight with Touya, although he was covered in blood and in an extreme amount of pain,
he contined to fight until he subjected himself to the pain of his own death plant to gain a victory over
Team Masho. Even after being pummeled by Bakken, his words were "I'll survive.." That is one tough
cookie. Coming back to life has changed this former bandit to a softie. Another Taurean aspect of his
personality was the fact that he stayed with his mother during her illness. With all of these personality
traits, if was only fair that Kurama was a perfect fit for this sign. That is just me, though. Some may not



agree.

The Security Seeker The Cultivator The Loyalist The Conservator



3 - If you are a Gemini...

Element: Wind

Planet: Mercury

This sign of the Zodiac is concerned with: Communication, Articuculation, Speech, Dexterity,
Nimbleness, Grace, Wit, Instinct, Persuasion, Change, Variety, Movement, Curiosity, Exploration, Short
journeys, Education, Learning, Collecting facts, Attention to details, Adaptability, Intellect, Intuition,
Youth, and Freedom

Spiritual Goal: To learn how to cooperate.

Behavior

Positive: Inquisitive, Entertaining and charming, Versatile, Liberal, Broad-minded, Youthful, Quick,
Stimulating, Inventive, and Never prejudiced

Negative: Restless, Quickly bored, Impractical, Impatient and irritable, Capricious and fickle, Gossipy,
Nervous, Manipulative, Noncommittal, and Dual personality

Males are typically: Is eager and always on the move, Is friendly and persuasive, Can sell almost
anything to anyone, Has a great deal of nervous energy, Can talk himself out of difficulties, Can do two
things at once, Likes people, Is adroit, diplomatic and socially able, May change his occupation
frequently, and Is intelligent and witty

Females are typically: Is a lively conversationalist, Has many interests, Is a composite of many
personalities, Is a great friend, taking interest in any new subject, Will want to have a career, Seeks true
romance but finds it hard to settle down, Is a deep thinker and often very intuitive, Will never turn down a
cry for help, Is optimistic, Notices every detail, and Can be charming and very persuasive

Appearance

Gemini Male: Is taller than average, Has a pale, rough complexion that wil become weather-beated
easily, Is very agile, Has a high forehead and receding hairline, and Has quick, darting eyes

Gemini Female: Is tall and slender, unless there is a strong taurus influence causing plumpness, Has
very beautiful eyes, Has long arms and legs, Has exquisitely expressive hands, and Moves quickly

Love

Behavior: Is overwhelmed by confusing emotions, May appear cool and distant, Will think things through
rather than act spontaneously, Needs a rational understanding of love, Tends to repress very strong
emotions, Is acutely sensitive and open to hurt, Can pecome emotionally dependent, and Feels very



deeply but finds it very hard to express love

Friendship

Positive: Geminis generally enjoy people who respond to, or suggest, spontaneous activities. They will
run to help you when you are in need. A Gemini friend is full of life, often a Peter Pan, and always eager
to be off on a new adventure. They will keep friends amused with endless stories, bits of information, or
network gossip.

Negative: Gemini never wants to miss a thing, and so may be inclined to be early or late for meetings.
Stretching or elaborating the truth is not uncommon; Geminis can hardly resist adding extra spice to
make it more interesting.

Health

Coughs, colds, bronchitis, speech problems, and other chest/lung complainst are most typical of
Geminian health. Whenever physical misfortune strikes, the person who behaves in the way typical of
Gemini is likely to hide the most serious side of things and make even less of the least serious aspect.
Geminis usually hate being confined to bed and are restless until they finally exhaust themselves. At this
point, they become still, silent, and heavy, like the closeness that occurs before the thunderstorm breaks
and all is well again.

Body

Gemini controls the hair, nervous system, speech, shoulders, lungs, arms, hands, and fingers.

Gifts: Fun, Assimilate, Mimicking and Imitating, Great Travelers, Fun Friend, Variety, Experimenting,
Mental Versatility, Versatile in Actions, Imagination, Playfulness, Love of Entertainment, Ever-Youthful,
Curiosity

Fears: Boredom, Confinement, Intellectual confinement, Emotional confinement, Commitment,
Expressing their "Evil Twin"

Yu Yu Hakusho Character: Botan

Why:The Personality that Botan has is a fun,quirky personality that is fun and very broad in many
ways. She tends to have a wide array of  clothes, emotions, and her occupation seems to become larger
and larger as she takes on many different tasks at once. She also seems to love the entertainment of
the tournaments that Yusuke fights in and she can blend into any atmosphere that she is in. Botan's
most Gemini-like moment was when Genkai had passed on and her response was the explosion of tears
that she had supressed from everyone for at least twenty-four hours. Only Shizuru caught on and
exposed her for the emotional wreck that she was. A wonderful traveler and a crazy gal. She is
definately one of the Gemini's.

The Communicator The Quick Change Artist The Trickster



4 - If you are a Cancer...

Element: Water

Planet: Moon

This sign of the Zodiac is concerned with: Receptivity, Sensitivity, Defense, Home, Protection, Comfort,
Domesticity, Food, Nurturing instincts, Nostalgia, Sentiment, Roots, Antiques, Money, Business,
Response to public need, Drems, The psychic, Telepathy, Family, History, Memory, and Patriotism

Spiritual Goal: To learn how to take a balanced view of things.

Behavior

Positive: Tenacious, Shrewd and intuitive, Kind, Compassionate, Domesticated, Good memory, Helpful,
Caring, Sensitive to need, and Protective

Negative: Possessive, To easily hurt, Moody, Crabby, Matriarchal, Holds on to insults, Selfish,
Manipulative, Introspective, and Overpowering

Males are typically: Is extremely sensitive, Wears clothes with a conservative cut, Does not like to be
conspicuous, Has some favorite old casual clothes which he always wears; he would be very cranky if
anyone threw out his precious old sweater, Does not push himself into the limelight, Enjoys the limelight
if it turns on him for a while, Dislikes discussing his personal life, Loves security, money, food, and
children, Uses roundabout tactics to get what he wants, Has an uncanny business sense, and Is usually
very attatched to his mother

Females are typically: Is introspective and emotional, Uses her intuition more often than logic, Will use
all her nuturing instincts to care for and protect friends and family, Wants material security and comfort,
Never does anything impulsively, Is shy but very sexual, Easily takes offense to minor insults, and Is
patient, subtle, and often unconciously manipulative

Appearance

Cancer Male: Has a fairly bony structure, May have remarkable teeth, perhaps prominent, irregular, or in
some way unusual, If crab-faced, he will have a prominent lower jaw, May have broad shoulders, Even if
slim, may appear broad or plump, and May be plump or tend to put on weight easily

Cancer Female: Has a face that is typically round and soft but may be a crab type, May be flat-chested
or have a large bust, Has hips that are often slimmer than her bust, Puts on weight easily in middle age,
Has a strong bone structure, Has very expressive eyes, Has long arms and legs compared with body,
and Has large and long or small and chubby hands and feet

Love



Behavior: Will rarely make the first move, Fears that he or she will be rejected, Will retreat, deeply hurt,
at the first sign of ridicule or criticism, Will respond to honest warmth and affection, Can become
tenaciously attached to the loved one, Is a romantic at heart, and Will put the loved one first in all things

Friendship

Positive: Friends are, in many ways, regarded as family possessions themselves and are treated as
such, with loving care, protective hospitality, sensitive consideration, and great tenderness. Although
some friends may come and go, friends from younger days are the most precious.

Negative: When he or she is hurt by a friend, the Cancerian anger may last for a long time and the friend
may be abandoned. However, if the friend is an old friend, then the emotional attachment will finally lead
to reconciliation. Cancerians do tend to set their own standards by the progress their friends are making.

Health

Typical sickness: Some Cancerians are complainers when they feel not enough affectionate attention is
coming their way, yet when an illness slowly creeps up on them, they are remarkably tough and
complain less and less. A melancholy or full depression may then be evident. Typical illnesses often
arise from the upper digestive tract, especially the stomach. Indigestion, coughs, anemia, and lovered
vitality are common. Cancerians may also suffer from eating disorders

Body

Cancer controls the esophagus, sternum, ribs, breasts, diaphragm, upper lobes of liver, stomach, gall
bladder, and uterus.

Gifts: Sensitivity, Compassion, Recognize the Potential, Alliance with Women, Psychically Sensitive,
Tenderness, Tenacious, Determined, Resourcefulness

Fears: Being unable to care for themselves or others, Emotional pain, Emotional confinement

Yu Yu Hakusho Character: Kuwabara

Why: All Cancers will hate me for this but let me explain why he was fit for this sign. Kuwabara has a
caring heart and seems to know that Yusuke has a potential to fight that he himself cannot harness.
Several times, he has sacrificed himself to unleash that potential (once with Rando and once with
Toguro). Also, Kuwabara seems to gain an understanding and an alliance with the opposite sex when
the series comes to a close. His relationship with his sister also exposes this attatchment to the opposite
sex. Not only that, an Aries and a Cancer have a somewhat difficult time of getting along. They can be
friends (which Hiei and Kuwabara are). They just have to work at it.Much of what Kuwabara is goes
unnoticed because of his stupidity, but if you look deep enough, there is a Cancer lying in wait to
sacrifice for the safety of his friends.

The Nurturer The Child The Provider



5 - If you are a Leo...

Element: Fire

Planet: Sun

This sign of the Zodiac is concerned with: Pleasures, Fun, Playfulness, Entertainment, Creativity,
Recognition, Compliments, Romance, Love affairs, Sex, Offspring, Children, Child-like activities,
Childishness, Taking risks, Gambling, Sports, Games, Performance, Drama, Limelight, Applause,
Hospitality, and Appreciation

Spiritual Goal: To learn the true meaning of love.

Behavior

Positive: Honesty and loyalty, A sunny disposition, A sense of dignity, Pride in the home, Attractive
liveliness, Friendliness and kindness, Generosity and hospitality, Acceptance of people at face value, A
mature sense of responsibility, and Corageousness to the point of self-sacrifice

Negative: Stubborness or willfulness, Contempt or arrogance, Sulkiness, Smugness or boasting,
Indifference or an uncaring attitude, A tendency to take undue credit, A tendency to cut others down to
size, A tendency to keep up appearances, and Coldhearted when hurt

Males are typically: Likes to show off, Is trusting, Appears to be in control of himself, Gives and expects
loyalty, Likes everything he does to be exciting, Is generous with affection and money, Likes an elegant
environment, Is popular, Needs to be adored, and Uses charm to get what he wants

Females are typically: Likes to show off in subtle ways, Is trusting and loyal, Is never docile or adoring in
affairs of the heart but gives respect, warmth, and real emotional commitment, Likes everything she
does to be exciting, Is generous with affection and hospitality, Likes an elegant environment, Is a social
leader, Needs to be admired, and Uses courtesy to get what she wants

Appearance

Leo Male: Has a well-proportioned body, Is slim and athletic if he takes care of himself, If disabled, will
fight to regain prowess in some sports-related aspect, Has sex appeal and may be a playboy when
young, Walks tall with a noble bearing, and Dresses to impress

Leo Female: Is slim and elegant, If disabled, will use the disability to advantage, making it attractive, Has
sex appeal, Appears to possess an inner sense of royalty, Is well dressed, Looks attractive even in
adverse circumstances, and Exudes dignity and class

Love



Behavior: Is romantic and proud of it, Becomes more regal and noble, Is very generous to the person
who is loved, Is attentive and loyal to the loved one, Is radiant with happiness, Is caring, protective, and
supportive, Will make great sacrifices for love, and Will fight to the death for the loved one

Friendship

Positive: Leos are friendly, warm, and often playful. They enjoy their friends and are proud of them; they
are generous to their friends, but the friends are expected to show their gratitude, either in kind or by
performance, putting Leo's support to good use.

Negative: A friend who in some way fails a Leo, perhaps by seeming to criticize or failing to appreciate
something Leo sees as important, may be dropped without explaination. A friend, partner, or business
associate who has personal aspirations may find it increasingly impossible to take second billing to a
Leo, and so may end the relationship.

Health

Typical sickness: High fevers, sudden illnesses, and accidents are typical of Leonine health. Whatever
physical misfortune strikes, the person who behaves in a way typical of a Leo will enjoy only a brief
period of being spoiled in the sickbed before he or she is up again and on the go. To be incapacitated for
long is a sign of weakness to a Leo. This desore to get up too soon after an illness may mean that a
health problem recurs.

Body

Leo controls the hair, throat, shoulders, heart, blood circulation, spleen, spine and spinal cord, dorsal
nerves, wrists, reproductive organs, legs, and ankles

Gifts: Courage, Strength, Powerful, Fun, Presence, Classy and Stylish

Fears: Being overlooked or dismissed, Universe does not provide what they need, Being ignored

Yu Yu Hakusho Character: Atsuko

Why: Atsuko seems to have the strength and power to be a Leo. She also seems to show her fun side
by her drinking and her partying all night long when Yusuke is sleeping at the beginning of the series.
Since she is also young, she has a sense of style that seems to aw most of those who see her. She also
seems quite childish with her drunken rages and her breakdowns to Yusuke about him getting killed.
She is rather caring despite the deathly large amount of alcohol. Even though she is a drunk, she is
strong and courageous as a proud Leo should be. She even went to the Dark Tournament and whacked
a few demons herself! Proud and somewhat intoxicated, here is to the Leo herself! Atsuko!

The Royal One The Potent Creator The Entertainer
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